From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Larkin Omenn
IPSTideflats
NO fossil fuel expansion.
Tuesday, August 17, 2021 10:54:16 AM

IPS Committee ,
Dear IPS Committee,
Our community has been asking the City to stop fossil fuel expansion for the past four years.
We are asking yet again. it's more important to stop right now than it has ever been before, If a
13 year old can recognize that fossil fuels are wrong and stealing our future you should be
able to see that too. you are willingly letting people die if you sit there and continue to kill the
earth.
I was quite disappointed when the City Council failed to adopt the non-interim regulations as
proposed by the City Planning Department. These would have included a ban on fossil fuel
expansion. Just as in their first recommendation four years ago.
I also understand that some council members were poised to amend the non-interim
regulations to death, and that is why the Mayor put it to a vote to send it to your committee.
From my point of view, this is just further wheel spinning and delay to let industry do as it
pleases. We don't need more studies or review - we know exactly what we need to do. So let's
do it.
I hope you will prove me wrong by maintaining the ban on fossil fuel expansion as you do your
own take on the non-interim regulations. Ideally, I'd ask that you include a ban on the
establishment of any new fossil fuel industry, no matter the size (as I understand it anything
under a million gallons is allowed).
Undoubtedly industry will turn to talk of biofuels to try and seek expansion of their facilities. It
would be good for you to know that two refineries built for biofuels in the PNW ended up just
processing fossil fuels in the end. If the fossil fuel companies are so keen to do biofuels, which
are of questionable sustainability and scalability to my knowledge, then let them use whatever
storage tanks they currently have. We don't want to be home to another refinery spewing
toxins into our air, biofuel or not.
We need to start transitioning Tacoma away from fossil fuels or we'll be left behind and dealing
with a toxic legacy when the rest of the country converts to green, renewable energy and
industry. Why can't we attract a turbine manufacturer here? With the port and rail access it
would be perfect for distribution.
Please remember that the City passed a climate emergency resolution. Banning fossil fuels is
the next logical step. Then we need to start weaning off them, and rapidly. I noticed that the
climate education promised in the Climate Emergency Resolution oddly didn't include Council
Members - would be great to see you all insist on having that education for yourselves as well.

I hope you will deliver to us the fossil fuel regulations we need.
Larkin Omenn
larkinomenn@gmail.com
1718 3rd Ave n
Seattle WA, Washington 98109

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Aimee Hamilton
IPSTideflats
Maintain ban on fossil fuel expansion
Monday, August 16, 2021 9:58:13 PM

IPS Committee ,
Dear IPS Committee,
Our community has been asking the City to stop fossil fuel expansion for the past four years.
We are asking yet again.
I was quite disappointed when the City Council failed to adopt the non-interim regulations as
proposed by the City Planning Department. These would have included a ban on fossil fuel
expansion. Just as in their first recommendation four years ago.
I also understand that some council members were poised to amend the non-interim
regulations to death, and that is why the Mayor put it to a vote to send it to your committee.
From my point of view, this is just further wheel spinning and delay to let industry do as it
pleases. We don't need more studies or review - we know exactly what we need to do. So let's
do it.
Maintain the ban on fossil fuel expansion as you do your own take on the non-interim
regulations. Ideally, I'd ask that you include a ban on the establishment of any new fossil fuel
industry, no matter the size (as I understand it anything under a million gallons is allowed).
Undoubtedly industry will turn to talk of biofuels to try and seek expansion of their facilities. It
would be good for you to know that two refineries built for biofuels in the PNW ended up just
processing fossil fuels in the end. If the fossil fuel companies are so keen to do biofuels, which
are of questionable sustainability and scalability to my knowledge, then let them use whatever
storage tanks they currently have. We don't want to be home to another refinery spewing
toxins into our air, biofuel or not.
We need to start transitioning Tacoma away from fossil fuels or we'll be left behind and dealing
with a toxic legacy when the rest of the country converts to green, renewable energy and
industry. Why can't we attract a turbine manufacturer here? With the port and rail access it
would be perfect for distribution.
Please remember that the City passed a climate emergency resolution. Banning fossil fuels is
the next logical step. Then we need to start weaning off them, and rapidly. I noticed that the
climate education promised in the Climate Emergency Resolution oddly didn't include Council
Members - would be great to see you all insist on having that education for yourselves as well.
I hope you will deliver to us the fossil fuel regulations we need.
Aimee Hamilton

hamilton.aimee@gmail.com
2508 S Sheridan Ave
Tacoma, Washington 98405

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

James Sutter
IPSTideflats
Please stop fossil fuel expansion!
Monday, August 16, 2021 8:17:56 PM

IPS Committee ,
Dear IPS Committee,
Our community has been asking the City to stop fossil fuel expansion for the past four years.
We are asking yet again.
I was quite disappointed when the City Council failed to adopt the non-interim regulations as
proposed by the City Planning Department. These would have included a ban on fossil fuel
expansion. Just as in their first recommendation four years ago.
I also understand that some council members were poised to amend the non-interim
regulations to death, and that is why the Mayor put it to a vote to send it to your committee.
From my point of view, this is just further wheel spinning and delay to let industry do as it
pleases. We don't need more studies or review - we know exactly what we need to do. So let's
do it.
I hope you will prove me wrong by maintaining the ban on fossil fuel expansion as you do your
own take on the non-interim regulations. Ideally, I'd ask that you include a ban on the
establishment of any new fossil fuel industry, no matter the size (as I understand it anything
under a million gallons is allowed).
Undoubtedly industry will turn to talk of biofuels to try and seek expansion of their facilities, but
the two refineries already built for biofuels in the PNW ended up just processing fossil fuels in
the end. If the fossil fuel companies are so keen to do biofuels, which are currently of
questionable sustainability and scalability, then let them use whatever storage tanks they
already have. We don't want to be home to another refinery spewing toxins into our air, biofuel
or not.
We need to start transitioning Tacoma away from fossil fuels or we'll be left behind and dealing
with a toxic legacy when the rest of the country converts to green, renewable energy and
industry. Why can't we attract a turbine manufacturer here? With the port and rail access it
would be perfect for distribution.
Please remember that the City passed a climate emergency resolution. Banning fossil fuels is
the next logical step. Then we need to start weaning off them, and rapidly. I noticed that the
climate education promised in the Climate Emergency Resolution oddly didn't include Council
Members - would be great to see you all insist on having that education for yourselves as well.
I hope you will deliver the fossil fuel regulations we need. Thank you for your time and
leadership.

James Sutter
james.sutter@paizo.com
4411 34th Ave S
Seattle, Washington 98118

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

J Chu
IPSTideflats
no more fossil fuel expansion
Monday, August 16, 2021 4:16:16 PM

IPS Committee ,
Dear IPS Committee,
Our community has been asking the City to stop fossil fuel expansion for the past four years.
We are asking yet again.
I was quite disappointed when the City Council failed to adopt the non-interim regulations as
proposed by the City Planning Department. These would have included a ban on fossil fuel
expansion. Just as in their first recommendation four years ago.
I also understand that some council members were poised to amend the non-interim
regulations to death, and that is why the Mayor put it to a vote to send it to your committee.
From my point of view, this is just further wheel spinning and delay to let industry do as it
pleases. We don't need more studies or review - we know exactly what we need to do. So let's
do it.
I hope you will prove me wrong by maintaining the ban on fossil fuel expansion as you do your
own take on the non-interim regulations. Ideally, I'd ask that you include a ban on the
establishment of any new fossil fuel industry, no matter the size (as I understand it anything
under a million gallons is allowed).
Undoubtedly industry will turn to talk of biofuels to try and seek expansion of their facilities. It
would be good for you to know that two refineries built for biofuels in the PNW ended up just
processing fossil fuels in the end. If the fossil fuel companies are so keen to do biofuels, which
are of questionable sustainability and scalability to my knowledge, then let them use whatever
storage tanks they currently have. We don't want to be home to another refinery spewing
toxins into our air, biofuel or not.
We need to start transitioning Tacoma away from fossil fuels or we'll be left behind and dealing
with a toxic legacy when the rest of the country converts to green, renewable energy and
industry. Why can't we attract a turbine manufacturer here? With the port and rail access it
would be perfect for distribution.
Please remember that the City passed a climate emergency resolution. Banning fossil fuels is
the next logical step. Then we need to start weaning off them, and rapidly. I noticed that the
climate education promised in the Climate Emergency Resolution oddly didn't include Council
Members - would be great to see you all insist on having that education for yourselves as well.
I hope you will deliver to us the fossil fuel regulations we need.

J Chu
jchurcher@hotmail.com
4110 NE 15th
Vancouver, Washington 98661

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Roxanne Ray
IPSTideflats
Stop Fossil Fuels
Monday, August 16, 2021 2:51:48 PM

IPS Committee ,
Dear IPS Committee,
Our community has been asking the City to stop fossil fuel expansion for the past four years.
We are asking yet again.
I was quite disappointed when the City Council failed to adopt the non-interim regulations as
proposed by the City Planning Department. These would have included a ban on fossil fuel
expansion. Just as in their first recommendation four years ago.
I also understand that some council members were poised to amend the non-interim
regulations to death, and that is why the Mayor put it to a vote to send it to your committee.
From my point of view, this is just further wheel spinning and delay to let industry do as it
pleases. We don't need more studies or review - we know exactly what we need to do. So let's
do it.
We need to start transitioning Tacoma away from fossil fuels or we'll be left behind and dealing
with a toxic legacy when the rest of the country converts to green, renewable energy and
industry. Why can't we attract a turbine manufacturer here? With the port and rail access it
would be perfect for distribution.
Please remember that the City passed a climate emergency resolution. Banning fossil fuels is
the next logical step. Then we need to start weaning off them, and rapidly. I noticed that the
climate education promised in the Climate Emergency Resolution oddly didn't include Council
Members - would be great to see you all insist on having that education for yourselves as well.
I hope you will deliver to us the fossil fuel regulations we need.
Roxanne Ray
Agonista@hotmail.com
1907 Broadway E
Seattle, Washington 98102

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

nichole snyder
IPSTideflats
Stop Fossil Fuel Expansion
Monday, August 16, 2021 10:58:32 AM

IPS Committee ,
Dear IPS Committee,
Our community has been asking the City to stop fossil fuel expansion for the past four years.
We are asking yet again.
I was quite disappointed when the City Council failed to adopt the non-interim regulations as
proposed by the City Planning Department. These would have included a ban on fossil fuel
expansion. Just as in their first recommendation four years ago.
I also understand that some council members were poised to amend the non-interim
regulations to death, and that is why the Mayor put it to a vote to send it to your committee.
From my point of view, this is just further wheel spinning and delay to let industry do as it
pleases. We don't need more studies or review - we know exactly what we need to do. So let's
do it.
I hope you will prove me wrong by maintaining the ban on fossil fuel expansion as you do your
own take on the non-interim regulations. Ideally, I'd ask that you include a ban on the
establishment of any new fossil fuel industry, no matter the size (as I understand it anything
under a million gallons is allowed).
Undoubtedly industry will turn to talk of biofuels to try and seek expansion of their facilities. It
would be good for you to know that two refineries built for biofuels in the PNW ended up just
processing fossil fuels in the end. If the fossil fuel companies are so keen to do biofuels, which
are of questionable sustainability and scalability to my knowledge, then let them use whatever
storage tanks they currently have. We don't want to be home to another refinery spewing
toxins into our air, biofuel or not.
We need to start transitioning Tacoma away from fossil fuels or we'll be left behind and dealing
with a toxic legacy when the rest of the country converts to green, renewable energy and
industry. Why can't we attract a turbine manufacturer here? With the port and rail access it
would be perfect for distribution.
Please remember that the City passed a climate emergency resolution. Banning fossil fuels is
the next logical step. Then we need to start weaning off them, and rapidly. I noticed that the
climate education promised in the Climate Emergency Resolution oddly didn't include Council
Members - would be great to see you all insist on having that education for yourselves as well.
I hope you will deliver to us the fossil fuel regulations we need.

nichole snyder
nichole.lsnyder@gmail.com
3018 sw 300th pl
federal way, Washington 98023

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Emily Childs
IPSTideflats
Fossil fuels have no future
Sunday, August 15, 2021 10:09:40 AM

IPS Committee ,
Dear IPS Committee,
Our community has been asking the City to stop fossil fuel expansion for the past four years.
We are asking yet again.
I was quite disappointed when the City Council failed to adopt the non-interim regulations as
proposed by the City Planning Department. These would have included a ban on fossil fuel
expansion. Just as in their first recommendation four years ago.
I also understand that some council members were poised to amend the non-interim
regulations to death, and that is why the Mayor put it to a vote to send it to your committee.
From my point of view, this is just further wheel spinning and delay to let industry do as it
pleases. We don't need more studies or review - we know exactly what we need to do. So let's
do it.
I hope you will prove me wrong by maintaining the ban on fossil fuel expansion as you do your
own take on the non-interim regulations. Ideally, I'd ask that you include a ban on the
establishment of any new fossil fuel industry, no matter the size (as I understand it anything
under a million gallons is allowed).
Undoubtedly industry will turn to talk of biofuels to try and seek expansion of their facilities. It
would be good for you to know that two refineries built for biofuels in the PNW ended up just
processing fossil fuels in the end. If the fossil fuel companies are so keen to do biofuels, which
are of questionable sustainability and scalability to my knowledge, then let them use whatever
storage tanks they currently have. We don't want to be home to another refinery spewing
toxins into our air, biofuel or not.
We need to start transitioning Tacoma away from fossil fuels or we'll be left behind and dealing
with a toxic legacy when the rest of the country converts to green, renewable energy and
industry. Why can't we attract a turbine manufacturer here? With the port and rail access it
would be perfect for distribution.
Please remember that the City passed a climate emergency resolution. Banning fossil fuels is
the next logical step. Then we need to start weaning off them, and rapidly. I noticed that the
climate education promised in the Climate Emergency Resolution oddly didn't include Council
Members - would be great to see you all insist on having that education for yourselves as well.
I hope you will deliver to us the fossil fuel regulations we need. The IPCC report, and our hazy,
smoke-filled skies, have both given us loud and clear signals that fossil fuels are not

compatible with the future of humanity. Drastic action is needed now.
Emily Childs
emilyrosechilds@gmail.com
3224 S Ferdinand St
Seattle, Washington 98118

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alan Kaptanoglu
IPSTideflats
Fossil fuel expansions can"t go on
Saturday, August 14, 2021 9:21:16 AM

IPS Committee ,
Dear IPS Committee,
The Puget Sound community has been clear; we desperately need to stop fossil fuel
expansion in our community. We are asking again that you reconsider your position on new
expansion.
I was quite disappointed when the City Council failed to adopt the non-interim regulations as
proposed by the City Planning Department. These would have included a ban on fossil fuel
expansion. Just as in their first recommendation four years ago.
I also understand that some council members were poised to amend the non-interim
regulations to death, and that is why the Mayor put it to a vote to send it to your committee.
From my point of view, this is just further wheel spinning and delay to let industry do as it
pleases. We don't need more studies or review - we know exactly what we need to do. So let's
do it.
I hope you will prove me wrong by maintaining the ban on fossil fuel expansion as you do your
own take on the non-interim regulations. Ideally, I'd ask that you include a ban on the
establishment of any new fossil fuel industry, no matter the size (as I understand it anything
under a million gallons is allowed).
Undoubtedly industry will turn to talk of biofuels to try and seek expansion of their facilities. It
would be good for you to know that two refineries built for biofuels in the PNW ended up just
processing fossil fuels in the end. If the fossil fuel companies are so keen to do biofuels, which
are of questionable sustainability and scalability to my knowledge, then let them use whatever
storage tanks they currently have. We don't want to be home to another refinery spewing
toxins into our air, biofuel or not.
We need to start transitioning Tacoma away from fossil fuels or we'll be left behind and dealing
with a toxic legacy when the rest of the country converts to green, renewable energy and
industry. Why can't we attract a turbine manufacturer here? With the port and rail access it
would be perfect for distribution.
Please remember that the City passed a climate emergency resolution. Banning fossil fuels is
the next logical step. Then we need to start weaning off them, and rapidly. I noticed that the
climate education promised in the Climate Emergency Resolution oddly didn't include Council
Members - would be great to see you all insist on having that education for yourselves as well.
I hope you will deliver to us the fossil fuel regulations we need.

Alan Kaptanoglu
alanakaptanoglu@gmail.com
814B NE 92nd Street
Seattle, Washington 98115

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alexandrea Rebar
IPSTideflats
Ban Fossil Fuel Expansion
Saturday, August 14, 2021 8:17:27 AM

IPS Committee ,
Dear IPS Committee,
Our community has been asking the City to stop fossil fuel expansion for the past four years.
We are asking yet again.
I was quite disappointed when the City Council failed to adopt the non-interim regulations as
proposed by the City Planning Department. These would have included a ban on fossil fuel
expansion. Just as in their first recommendation four years ago.
I also understand that some council members were poised to amend the non-interim
regulations to death, and that is why the Mayor put it to a vote to send it to your committee.
From my point of view, this is just further wheel spinning and delay to let industry do as it
pleases. We don't need more studies or review - we know exactly what we need to do. So let's
do it.
I hope you will prove me wrong by maintaining the ban on fossil fuel expansion as you do your
own take on the non-interim regulations. Ideally, I'd ask that you include a ban on the
establishment of any new fossil fuel industry, no matter the size (as I understand it anything
under a million gallons is allowed).
Undoubtedly industry will turn to talk of biofuels to try and seek expansion of their facilities. It
would be good for you to know that two refineries built for biofuels in the PNW ended up just
processing fossil fuels in the end. If the fossil fuel companies are so keen to do biofuels, which
are of questionable sustainability and scalability to my knowledge, then let them use whatever
storage tanks they currently have. We don't want to be home to another refinery spewing
toxins into our air, biofuel or not.
We need to start transitioning Tacoma away from fossil fuels or we'll be left behind and dealing
with a toxic legacy when the rest of the country converts to green, renewable energy and
industry. Why can't we attract a turbine manufacturer here? With the port and rail access it
would be perfect for distribution.
Please remember that the City passed a climate emergency resolution. Banning fossil fuels is
the next logical step. Then we need to start weaning off them, and rapidly. I noticed that the
climate education promised in the Climate Emergency Resolution oddly didn't include Council
Members - would be great to see you all insist on having that education for yourselves as well.
I hope you will deliver to us the fossil fuel regulations we need.

Alexandrea Rebar
alrebar05@gmail.com
P.O. Box 111222
Tacoma , Washington 98411

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Victoria Banks
IPSTideflats
Cessations of Fossil Fuel Expansion
Friday, August 13, 2021 3:07:56 PM

IPS Committee ,
Dear IPS Committee,
Our community has been asking the City to stop fossil fuel expansion for the past four years.
We are asking yet again.
I was disappointed to see the City Council fail to adopt the non-interim regulations as
proposed by the City Planning Department. These would have included a ban on fossil fuel
expansion. Just as in their first recommendation four years ago.
I also understand that some council members were poised to amend the non-interim
regulations to death, and that is why the Mayor put it to a vote to send it to your committee.
From my point of view, this is just further wheel spinning and delay to let industry do as it
pleases. We don't need more studies or review - we know exactly what we need to do. So let's
do it.
I hope you will prove me wrong by maintaining the ban on fossil fuel expansion as you do your
own take on the non-interim regulations. Ideally, I'd ask that you include a ban on the
establishment of any new fossil fuel industry, no matter the size (as I understand it anything
under a million gallons is allowed).
Undoubtedly industry will turn to talk of biofuels to try and seek expansion of their facilities. It
would be good for you to know that two refineries built for biofuels in the PNW ended up just
processing fossil fuels in the end. If the fossil fuel companies are so keen to do biofuels, which
are of questionable sustainability and scalability to my knowledge, then let them use whatever
storage tanks they currently have. We don't want to be home to another refinery spewing
toxins into our air, biofuel or not.
We need to start transitioning Tacoma away from fossil fuels or we'll be left behind and dealing
with a toxic legacy when the rest of the country converts to green, renewable energy and
industry. Why can't we attract a turbine manufacturer here? With the port and rail access it
would be perfect for distribution.
Please remember that the City passed a climate emergency resolution. Banning fossil fuels is
the next logical step. Then we need to start weaning off them, and rapidly. I noticed that the
climate education promised in the Climate Emergency Resolution oddly didn't include Council
Members - would be great to see you all insist on having that education for yourselves as well.
I hope you will deliver to us the fossil fuel regulations we need.

Victoria Banks
vfbanks94@gmail.com
1909 Franklin Ave E, #305
Seattle, Washington 98102

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Heidi Jones
IPSTideflats
Tacoma Needs Room to Sustainably Grow
Friday, August 13, 2021 7:32:51 AM

IPS IPS Committee ,
Dear IPS Chair & Vice-chair,
Tacoma is growing fast, and that means we need sensible policies to make sure that growth is
not at odds with the surrounding environment. We must ensure we limit fossil fuels in Tacoma
so that as we continue to grow, we are not exposing more people to increased risks from air
pollution that comes from industry and transportation. If we pass strong Tideflats regulations
we can ensure polluting industries in the Tideflats can only expand if they are developing low
carbon fuels, that will serve us with cleaner energy for generations to come.
We have less than a decade to realign our economy and communities around a low carbon
future, and decades more of progress that can only truly begin once we stop fossil fuel
expansions.
City Council, please pass policy that will • Stop the expansions of dirty fuels like oil & fracked gas
• Incentivize renewable & low carbon fuels
• Ensure there are minimal industrial impacts to residential areas as Pierce County continues
to grow
Tacoma needs sensible policies for managed growth, and that starts by making room for
cleaner industries and communities. No longer can Tacoma afford to be corporate polluters’
favorite city, we must be a city that leads on climate because the stakes are too high.
Thank you,
Thank you,
Heidi Jones
hcatjones@gmail.com
523 N I ST
TACOMA, Washington 98403

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Victoria Villarreal
IPSTideflats
Tacoma Needs Room to Sustainably Grow
Thursday, August 12, 2021 4:39:10 PM

IPS IPS Committee ,
Dear IPS Chair & Vice-chair,
Please don’t ignore these messages. There needs to be better creative thinking when it comes
to acting on behalf of a community… please don’t let your younger selves down. They were
eager to make a difference and they still can.
Tacoma is growing fast, and that means we need sensible policies to make sure that growth is
not at odds with the surrounding environment. We must ensure we limit fossil fuels in Tacoma
so that as we continue to grow, we are not exposing more people to increased risks from air
pollution that comes from industry and transportation. If we pass strong Tideflats regulations
we can ensure polluting industries in the Tideflats can only expand if they are developing low
carbon fuels, that will serve us with cleaner energy for generations to come.
We have less than a decade to realign our economy and communities around a low carbon
future, and decades more of progress that can only truly begin once we stop fossil fuel
expansions.
City Council, please pass policy that will • Stop the expansions of dirty fuels like oil & fracked gas
• Incentivize renewable & low carbon fuels
• Ensure there are minimal industrial impacts to residential areas as Pierce County continues
to grow
Tacoma needs sensible policies for managed growth, and that starts by making room for
cleaner industries and communities. No longer can Tacoma afford to be corporate polluters’
favorite city, we must be a city that leads on climate because the stakes are too high.
Thank you,
Victoria Villarreal
Victoria Villarreal
fragogo@icloud.com
1507 S M St
Tacoma, Washington 98405

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marian Berejikian
IPSTideflats
Tacoma Needs Room to Grow Sustainably
Wednesday, August 11, 2021 4:06:24 PM

IPS IPS Committee ,
Dear IPS Chair & Vice-chair,
Thank you for allowing my comments.
Climate change is happening at an alarming rate - just look outside. Action is most urgent!

Please pass policies that will • Stop the expansions of dirty fuels like oil and fracked gas
• Incentivize renewable & low carbon fuels
• Ensure there are minimal industrial impacts to residential areas as Pierce County continues
to grow
Tacoma needs sensible policies for managed growth, and that starts by making room for
cleaner industries and communities. No longer can Tacoma afford to be corporate polluters’
favorite city, we must be a city that leads on climate because the stakes are too high.
Thank you,
Marian Berejikian
Marian Berejikian
FOPC@comcast.net
8205 90TH ST CT NW
Gig Harbor, Washington 98332

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kenneth Zirinsky
IPSTideflats
Tideflats regulations that limit expansion of existing fossil fuel facilities
Wednesday, August 11, 2021 2:14:09 PM

IPS IPS Committee ,
Dear IPS Chair & Vice-chair,
Please pass strong Tideflats regulations that do not allow expansion of existing fossil fuel
infrastructure.
As you know, a recent major United Nations scientific report has stated that rising world
temperatures are now inevitable and that only a rapid shift away from fossil fuels can allow us
to avoid the most serious global warming catastrophes.
I request that the City Council please pass policies that will stop the expansions of facilities
that supply fossil fuels such as oil and fracked gas and support the expansion of renewable
energy infrastructure.
Thank you for your time reading my requests.
Kenneth Zirinsky
3612 N 33rd St.
Tacoma, WA 98407
Kenneth Zirinsky
ellenkenab@yahoo.com
3612 N 33rd St.
Tacoma, Washington 98407

